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Summary

A NiTi-20Hf high temperature shape memory alloy (HTSMA) was additively manufactured and its shape memory properties were characterized. A selective laser melting (SLM) process was used to fabricate components from NiTiHf powder (of approximately 25 to 75 μm particle fractions), and the thermomechanical response was compared to the conventionally vacuum induction skull melted counterpart. Transformation temperatures of the SLM material were found to be above 200 °C and slightly lower due to the additional O gain from the gas atomization and melting process. The shape memory response in compression was measured for stresses up to 500 MPa, and transformation strains were found to be comparable (up to 1.26 percent for the as-extruded; up to 1.52 percent for SLM).

Nomenclature

A_f  austenite finish
AM  additive manufacturing
A_s  austenite start
CAD  computer-aided design
CBIM  copper boat induction melting
CCLM  cold crucible levitation melting
DSC  differential scanning calorimetry
EBM  electron beam melting
EIGA  electrode induction-melting gas atomization
HTSMA  high temperature shape memory alloy
ICP–AES  inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy
LED  light-emitting diode
M_f  martensite finish
M_s  martensite start
PAM  plasma arc melting
SEM  scanning electron microscope
SMA  shape memory alloy
SLM  selective laser melting
TT  transformation temperature
TTT  Transformational Tools & Technologies
TWSME  two-way shape-memory effect
VAM  vacuum arc melting
VIM  vacuum induction melting

Introduction

Commercially available NiTi shape memory alloys (SMAs) present transformation temperatures (TTs) below 100 °C, enabling their practical applications for the many technological applications requiring low operating temperatures, such as biomedical implants and actuators (Refs. 1 to 3). In recent years, NiTi-based high temperature shape memory alloys (HTSMAs) have been introduced via substitution of Ni or Ti by a third element such as Hf, Zr, Pt, Pd, or Au (Refs. 4 to 11). NiTi-based HTSMAs are designed to operate at temperatures above 100 °C, which particularly enable their applications in aerospace, automotive, oil, and many other industries. Among the ternary elements, Hf has attracted much attention due to its high influence on the TT as well as its relatively low cost (Refs. 11 to 13).

It is well documented that the TT of NiTiHf is highly dependent on its composition (Refs. 14 and 15). Nonetheless, up to 10 at.% Hf does not have much influence on the TT, while Hf concentrations higher than 10 at.% linearly increase the TT of (Ti+Hf)-rich NiTiHf, reaching 525 °C by 30 at.% Hf addition at the expense of Ti (Refs. 3 and 16). In slightly Ni-rich compositions, the TT decreases at a rate of 10 to 15 °C per 0.1 at.% Ni (Ref. 17). However, the TT decrease can be compensated through appropriate post heat treatments (Refs. 18 to 20). Although the ternary element addition, such as Hf, is known to increase the TT when compared to NiTi, the Ti-rich version adversely affects some other features and results in relatively low ductility, low strength, large temperature hysteresis (>50 °C), low resistance to slip, and lack of cyclic stability (Ref. 16).

To date, different techniques have been used to process NiTiHf, including vacuum induction melting (VIM), vacuum arc melting (VAM), cold crucible levitation melting (CCLM), copper boat induction melting (CBIM), electron beam melting (EBM), and plasma arc melting (PAM) (Refs. 3 and 21 to 25). It is well known that the processing and machining NiTi-based alloys, including NiTiHf, is a difficult task due to the high reactivity of the alloy, stress-induced martensite, spring back effects, work hardening, burr formation, and adhesion (Refs. 26 to 29). These altogether have limited the geometry of NiTiHf components to sheets, strips, wires, tubes, or bars. Additive manufacturing (AM) techniques open up possibilities to circumvent challenges in conventional manufacturing (Refs. 28, 30, and 31). In AM techniques, the final component is being fabricated from a virtually sliced computer-aided design (CAD) model, which enables the production of complex geometries (e.g., lattice-like, truss-based, curved holes, engineered porosity, and hollow parts) (Refs. 32 and 33). Despite its high potential, no work has been performed on the AM of NiTiHf in literature. To successfully fabricate a new material (i.e., NiTiHf), the processing parameters (e.g., scanning velocity, laser power and focusing, hatch spacing, and layer thickness) must be optimized. It is worth noting that the thermomechanical features of NiTiHf add to the complexity of fabrication. In this paper, a Ti-rich NiTiHf alloy was processed for the first time via selective laser melting (SLM), the most common AM technique for powder metals. In addition, the mechanical and thermomechanical features of SLM NiTiHf compared to conventionally processed alloys were investigated.

Materials and Procedures

A slightly Ti-rich Ni_{49.8}Ti_{30.2}Hf_{20} (at.% of measured composition) alloy was produced by the vacuum induction skull melting process. Part of the cast ingots were vacuum homogenized at 1050 °C for 72 h, followed by hot extrusion at 900 °C (alloy designated FS #4). Other ingots were subjected to an electrode induction-melting gas atomization (EIGA) by TLS Technik GmbH (Bitterfield-Wolfen, Germany) to
produce the powder. EIGA is a unique technique that produces spherical powders with extremely low impurity (e.g., O, C, ceramic impurities, and N) content. A range of 25 to 75 μm particle fractions was used to ensure a good compromise of layer resolution and flowability. The Phenix™ Systems PXM is a powder-bed based SLM machine equipped with a 300 W ytterbium fiber laser manufactured by JK Lasers. The laser beam was directly focused via galvanometric mirrors producing a beam diameter of approximately 80 μm, a beam quality of M² < 1.2, and a collimated (TEM₀₀) beam with a Gaussian profile (Refs. 34 and 35). Prior to the fabrication, CAD and Phenix™ Systems software were used to create the three-dimensional model and slice it into the requisite layers, respectively. In the PXM system, a feeding piston moves upward to provide the powder. Subsequently, a metal scraper and roller collect, deposit, and compact the powder layer on the building platform. Then, a laser selectively melts and binds the powder particles to each other. Finally, the building piston drops down with a layer thickness to accommodate the next layer. This procedure is repeated until the fabrication of the fully dense component is completed. The fabrication procedure was conducted in an Ar atmosphere, which decreased the O level to 500 ppm. Table I details the processing parameters used in this research.

Table II shows the ICP results comparing the compositions of powder, as-extruded, and SLM NiTiHf. When compared to as-extruded material, the levels of Ni-loss are reported to be 0.03 at.% for the powder and 0.21 at.% for SLM material. It can be inferred that the SLM process has more influence on the Ni content than the powder preparation procedure. Ni loss associated with SLM can mostly be attributed to the fact that the Ni element tended to evaporate sooner than the other two elements during the high-power laser melting procedure (Ref. 32). The C, N, and O levels were also measured. In general, the presence of O and C contamination has been proven to stabilize precipitates such as the Ti₆Ni₂O₅ phase.
TABLE II.—INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA (ICP) VALUES OBTAINED FOR AS-EXTRUDED, POWDER, AND SELECTIVE LASER MELTING (SLM) NiTiHf COMPONENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Weight, wt%</th>
<th>Ni, at.%</th>
<th>Ti, at.%</th>
<th>Hf, at.%</th>
<th>C, wt%</th>
<th>N, wt%</th>
<th>O, wt%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FS #4 as-extruded</td>
<td>171.2</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder</td>
<td>150.9</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.0623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLM</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(referred to Ti$_2$Ni-type), TiO, and TiC within the NiTi matrix (Refs. 36 to 38). According to ICP results, there is a small O gain in the powder, commonly seen in most SLM NiTi alloys, and there is additional O content introduced during the SLM process (Ref. 39). Alternatively, C gain is almost negligible during the SLM process when compared to the as-extruded alloy. Therefore, it is expected to observe Ti$_4$Ni$_2$O$_x$ phase and TiO, but not TiC, precipitates in the SLM NiTiHf alloy.

The SEM image of the powder is shown in Figure 1(a) and the particle size distribution is shown in Figure 1(b). The average size of the particles measured was 35 µm. Figures 1(c) and (d) show the optical microscopy and the SEM images of the SLM NiTiHf, respectively. The optical image of SLM NiTiHf clearly displays the formed microcracks and melt pools during fabrication. The microcrack formation can be attributed to thermal stresses resulting from rapid solidification (Ref. 32). The SEM image of SLM NiTiHf illustrates that tiny pores and finely dispersed nanosized particles are presented in the SLM NiTiHf. It is expected that these pores and the associated particles (e.g., oxides and carbides) can be tuned or reduced by optimizing the laser parameters.
Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate the DSC curves of as-extruded, powder, and SLM NiTiHf. For the SLM method, the \( M_s \), \( M_f \), \( A_s \), and \( A_f \) were found to be 257, 193, 273, and 331.5 °C, respectively. The DSC results show that \( M_s \) decreases after powder atomization and increases slightly after SLM. The increase in TT is mostly attributed to the preferential evaporation of Ni during SLM processing, which shifts the matrix composition to higher Ti content that typically leads to an increase in the TT (Refs. 32 and 40). The ICP results in Table II also confirm the Ni evaporation after SLM processing. When compared to the as-extruded material, the TT of the SLM material is slightly lower, although it is expected to see higher TT for SLM due to less Ni in the matrix. This observation can be explained via ICP results, where higher levels of O content were observed for the SLM NiTiHf alloy. In general, the solubility of O is almost negligible in the NiTi matrix, and therefore, the extra O results in the possible formation of the Ti4Ni2Ox phase as well as TiO precipitates, which in turn deplete Ti (or increase Ni) in the NiTi matrix (Refs. 41 and 42). Finally, the overall increase in the Ni/Ti ratio within the NiTiHf matrix increased the TT, as have been proven by Tang et al. (Ref. 43), Khalil-Allafi et al. (Ref. 44), and Frenzel et al. (Ref. 45). Another observation is that the SLM material demonstrates a broader transformation range compared to as-extruded, mostly attributed to the inclusions during the SLM procedure as shown in Figure 1(d) (Ref. 46). It should be noted that the samples are not homogenized after SLM fabrication, however.

Figure 3 also evaluates the thermal stability, which is essential for most NiTiHf applications (Ref. 16). All three alloys exhibit good thermal stability, showing a degradation of TT for the first cycle, after which the TT remains approximately constant. The high TT decrease after the first cycle is mostly attributed to the so-called “stabilization effect,” which vanishes after the first cycle.
Figure 3.—Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curves for Ni$_{49.8}$Ti$_{30.2}$Hf$_{20}$ as a function of cycle number.
Figure 4.—Constant-force thermal cycling of the Ni49.8Ti30.2Hf20 alloy under compression: (a) as-extruded and (b) selective laser melting (SLM). The red and blue curves indicate heating and cooling cycles, respectively.

Figure 4 demonstrates the constant-force thermal cycling response of Ni49.8Ti30.2Hf20 under applied constant compressive stress levels, and the corresponding stress-free thermal cycling responses tested after the experiments for as-extruded and SLM components to evaluate the two-way shape-memory effect (TWSME). From a broad perspective, both the as-extruded and SLM NiTiHf demonstrate similar thermomechanical responses under the imposed stress. It is shown the SLM material exhibited larger hysteresis, in agreement with the DSC data of Figures 2 and 3. It is expected that this behavior results from the as-fabricated parts and can be improved after solution heat treatment as shown in other NiTi-based systems. Moreover, comparing the stress-free response before and after the experiments, the shape memory response is improved for both as-extruded and SLM samples, which is indicative of two-way shape memory response, although exhibiting small magnitudes (labeled “post” in Fig. 4). It is worth noting that in cases where the two-way shape memory properties are desirable, appropriate training procedures are required.

Figure 5(a) demonstrates a summary of the transformation temperatures obtained in each cycle under selected stress levels up to 500 MPa for both as-extruded and SLM NiTiHf alloys. In almost all cases, the TT attributed to as-extruded is higher than the SLM alloy. Again, this observation can be explained by the fact that the SLM alloy contains higher level of O, and therefore, a higher amount of TiO and/or Ti4Ni2Ox phases, leading to lower TTs (Refs. 25 and 45). In general, TT increased with applied stress. Further, thermal hysteresis, measured as ΔT = M_s increased from 43.7 to 61.7 °C for as-extruded and from 45.6 to 80.6 °C for SLM material with increased stress. Figure 5(b) demonstrates transformation strain at each cycle for both as-extruded and SLM NiTiHf alloys. At elevated levels of stress (100 to 500 MPa), a greater net shape change is observed for SLM material compared to as-extruded. The transformation strain increased from 0.24 to 1.26 percent for the as-extruded and from 0.24 to 1.52 percent for SLM when the applied stress was increased from 100 to 500 MPa, respectively. Higher stress levels are able to reorient more of the martensite twins in an orientation that favors the applied strain during reverse transformation, which results in the availability of more strain to be recovered during the forward transformation. In general, each alloy has a critical point where this reorientation effect is maximized, however, the existence of high internal and external stresses does not allow for full recovery. Therefore, starting from the critical point, the transformation strains begin to decrease (Ref. 38). It is clear that the critical point is not in the range of selected applied stress for this study. Finally, Figure 5(c) demonstrates that the irrecoverable strain increases with higher level of applied stress for both cases. It can be observed that the irrecoverable strains of the two materials are essentially identical.
Conclusions

In summary, by using a selective laser melting (SLM) system (PXM) by Phenix™/3D Systems, NiTiHf rectangular cubes were directly manufactured using powder material. Subsequently, the thermal and functional properties of SLM NiTiHf components were evaluated via DSC and thermomechanical testing and then compared to as-extruded NiTiHf. Composition analysis shows Ni loss and O gain after SLM processing due to the associated high-power laser melting. Finely dispersed particles, pores, and cracks were observed after SLM. Thermal analysis demonstrates that the TT is slightly shifted to lower values after SLM processing, compared to the as-extruded material. This is likely attributed to the formation of secondary Ti-rich phases during atomization and the SLM technique. The microstructural analysis confirms the existence of Ti-rich secondary phases. The constant-force thermal cycling response of the SLM material demonstrated higher transformation strains, but identical trend, with as-extruded material. Finally, the stress-free thermal cycling responses of both SLM and as-extruded material exhibited small magnitudes of two-way shape memory. The microstructure and laser optimization will be a subject of future studies. Furthermore, before transition into more complex shapes, this material will be further evaluated and examined in tension and/or torsion to determine the effect of inclusions and cracks on the functional response and durability.
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